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"Williamson writes fascinating characters, full of ego and snark, and plots that plumb the depths of
familiar ghost stories. Gianfelice's dynamic panels, meanwhile, are packed with grotesque ghouls
galore. Fans of good ghost stories should read this by the campfire." - Booklist

"He (Williamson) is actively veering away from overused genre tropes, thus his characters are
smarter than the average haunted house visitor and have a definite plan for their ghost heist." -
USA Today
Jackson Winters is back for another haunted adventure - this time with personal stakes! Jackson
Winters' first mission was to steal a ghost from a haunted house. Once he did that, he thought he'd
be free. But fate - or something else - had other plans for him, dragging him into the jungles of
South America to confront a hellish cult that kidnapped possessed women. Now, weary and worn,
Jackson reluctantly agrees to help the FBI with a strange problem - a spate of particularly
disturbing hauntings in New York City. Reunited with old friends, Jackson plunges into the Big
Apple's supernatural black market, but what he finds brings up questions about Jackson's
tormented past, why he's been followed by hauntings all his life - and what destiny the future holds
for him.
With this volume, Joshua Williamson and Skybound present yet another twist on a classic ghost
story, seamlessly melding an eclectic cast of characters with the horror of the undead.
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From reader reviews:

Andrew Nixon:

This Ghosted V3 usually are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Ghosted V3 can be among the great books you must have will be giving you more than just
simple studying food but feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your preceding knowledge.
This book will be handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions both in e-book and
printed kinds. Beside that this Ghosted V3 giving you an enormous of experience including rich vocabulary,
giving you test of critical thinking that could it useful in your day activity. So , let's have it appreciate
reading.

Shirley Wales:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the headline Ghosted V3
suitable to you? The particular book was written by well-known writer in this era. Often the book untitled
Ghosted V3is the one of several books in which everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired many
men and women in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new shape that you ever know
before. The author explained their idea in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to be aware of the
core of this reserve. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. To help you
to see the represented of the world with this book.

Jason Ayers:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Ghosted V3 publication written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who have read the
book. Written throughout good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and publishing skill only for
eliminate your hunger then you still question Ghosted V3 as good book not only by the cover but also from
the content. This is one reserve that can break don't ascertain book by its include, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already told you so
why you have to listening to an additional sixth sense.

Gail Delamora:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you can have it in
e-book approach, more simple and reachable. That Ghosted V3 can give you a lot of close friends because by
you taking a look at this one book you have issue that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great
folks. So , why hesitate? We need to have Ghosted V3.
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